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Big Question:
Do non-toxic water resistant chemicals affect the amount of water left in the dishes?

Purpose:
The purpose of my project is to get rid of the annoyance of spilling water on the floor when you take the 
dishes out of the dishwasher and to save people time of having to dry the dishes themselves. Doing the 

dishes is one of my chores and I despise having to either clean up the mess on the floor because I spilled 
the water or having to wipe down the dishes, so the water doesn't spill. 



Research
Non- toxic: Not poisonous or toxic; the product does not contain 
ingredients that have been linked to a toxic response.

Chemicals that repel water are as follows Sodium Chloride, Potassium 
Chloride, Citric Acid, and Chlorine Dioxide. 

Potassium Chloride is toxic, which means I cannot use it.

A full dishwasher dries the dishes better than a half-full dishwasher, so I 
will test this on a full dishwasher. 

Modern dishwasher heat the dishes up that way the condensation moves 
to the colder area, which is the walls of the dishwasher, and finally falls 
to the drain.  



Hypothesis: 

If I add sodium chloride to a dishwasher then it will remove 
more water from the dishes than citric acid or chlorine dioxide.



Independent variable:

Adding different non-toxic water eating chemicals to a dishwasher to see which one will 
get rid of the excess water.

Dependent variable:

How much water is left on the dishes.

Control group:
Running a dishwasher normally.



Constants 

● I used Cascade Platinum Plus gel tablets throughout all of the trials
● I used the same dishwasher 
● I put the same amount of dishes into the dishwasher every time 
● I put the same dishes in the same place every time 
● For the ones that needed chemicals I put the same amount of chemicals in the 

dishwasher every time
● I used the same measuring spoons, beaker, and pipette dropper



Materials 
● Frigidaire Dishwasher 
● Sodium chloride one oz 
● Citric acid one oz
● Chlorine dioxide 20 quarts
● One pair of black gloves 
● Two small glass plates
● Two small glass bowls
● One large glass bowl
● Four plastic plates
● Three large glass plates
● Beaker
● One medium sized pot
● One measuring cup
● Seven forks
● Three spoon
● One pair of chopsticks

● Five butter knives 
● One mug 
● One glass cup small type A
● One glass cup small type B
● One glass cup small type C
● One plastic cup medium
● One glass cup large type A
● One glass cup large type B
● One glass cup large type C
● Dishwasher gel tablet Cascade 

Platinum plus
● One Plastic container type A 
● One Plastic container type B 
● One Plastic container type C
● Two plastic bowls
● One spatula 

● One plastic solid cooking spoon
● One wood solid cooking spoon
● Measuring spoon measuring 1 

tablespoon
● Measuring spoon measuring ½ a 

tablespoon
● Measuring spoon measuring ½ a 

teaspoon



Control Group Procedures

1. Load a Frigidaire dishwasher with 3 small plates, 3 large plates, 2 small bowls, 1 large bowl, 3 spoons, 
7 forks, and 5 knives, 1 mug, 1 glass cup small type A, 2 glass cups small type B, 1 glass cup small 
type C, 1 glass cups large type A, 1 glass cups large type B, 1 glass cups large type C, 1 plastic cups, 1 
plastic container type A w/ lid, 1 plastic container type B w/ lid, 1 plastic container type C, 1 
measuring spoon measuring 1 tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon measuring ½ a tablespoon, 1 measuring 
spoon measuring ½ a teaspoon,  chopsticks, and 1 pot. 

2. Put 1 small plate on the bottom tray, four pegs to the right, and 5 lines back then put the second small 
plate next to it.

3. Put 1 large plate on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 5 lines back, then put the second and 
third plates next to it on the third and fourth pegs to the right. 

4. Put 1 small glass bowl on the first peg, on the fifth line, on the bottom tray.
5. Put 1 small glass bowl on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back.
6. Put 1 large glass bowl next to the small glass bowl, on the bottom tray, three pegs to the right, and 1-2 

lines back.
7. Put 1 pot on the bottom tray, 6-7 pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back. 
8. Put 1 plastic plate 6 pegs to the right, on the bottom tray, 6 lines back, then put the other 3 plastic 

plates next to it like in the photo.
9. Put measuring spoons measuring 1 tablespoon, ½ a tablespoon, and ½ a teaspoon in the utensil holder 

in the front section.



Control Group Procedures
10. Put a pair of chopsticks in the same place as the measuring spoons.

11. Put a measuring cup on the first peg, on the bottom tray, 3 lines back.

12. Put 3 spoons in the bottom right side in the utensil holder (Specifically, the farthest one toward the back, 
make sure all the spoons are facing down)

13.  Put 7 forks in the middle area closest to the spoons in the bottom right side in the utensil holder (make 
sure all of the forks are facing up)

14. Put 5 butter knives in the bottom right side in the utensil holder one place in front of the forks (make sure 
all the knives are facing down)

15. On the top tray put one plastic container type A, on the third peg, 7-8 lines back.

16. On the top tray put plastic container type A’s lid in front of Plastic container type A.

17. Put one plastic container type B, on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and 6 lines back.

18. Put one plastic container type C infront of plastic container type B.

19. Put plastic container type B’s lid on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and four lines back.



Control Group Procedures

20. Put plastic container type C’s lid infront of plastic container type B’s lid.

 21. Put one plastic bowl in the top tray, three pegs to the right, and one line back, then put the second plastic 
bowl next to it on the right side.

22. Put one glass mug in the top tray, one peg to the right, and one line back.

23. Put one medium cup into the top tray, one peg to the right, and two lines to the back.

24. Put one wooden spoon on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

25. Put one spatula behind the medium, plastic cup.

26. Put one plastic, solid, cooking spoon, on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

27. Put one large glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and one line back,  then put the second 
large glass cup type A behind it.

28. Put one large glass cup type B on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 3 lines back.

29. Put one large glass cup type C on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 4 lines back.



Control Group Procedures

30. Put one small glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 5 lines back.

31. Put one small glass cup type B on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 3-4 lines back

32. Put one small glass cup type C on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 5-6 lines back.

33. Make sure the placement matches the photos.

32. Put one small glass cup type C on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 5-6 lines back.

33. Make sure the placement matches the photos.

34. Place your beaker in the bottom tray, in the front on the right side

35. Open the compartment area that is located on the inside of the dishwasher on the door

36. Add a cascade platinum gel tablet into the compartment 

37. Close the compartment that the Cascade platinum gel tablets are in 



Control Group Procedures

38. Close the dishwasher

39. Put the settings as follow Cycles: Heavy wash; Temp: High; Options: Heat Dry 

40. Hit start on the dishwasher

41. Once the cycle finishes open the dishwasher

42. Pull out the bottom tray and take pictures of the beaker with the water in it

43. Remove beaker with water in it and take more pictures

★ If water is over what the beaker has markings for, then either pour it into a bigger beaker or pour 
it into another object that is bigger with similar markings.



Scientific Group #1 Procedures (Chlorine Dioxide)

1. Load a Frigidaire dishwasher with 3 small plates, 3 large plates, 2 small bowls, 1 large bowl, 3 spoons, 7 
forks, and 5 knives, 1 mug, 1 glass cup small type A, 2 glass cups small type B, 1 glass cup small type C, 
1 glass cups large type A, 1 glass cups large type B, 1 glass cups large type C, 1 plastic cups, 1 plastic 
container type A w/ lid, 1 plastic container type B w/ lid, 1 plastic container type C, 1 measuring spoon 
measuring 1 tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon measuring ½ a tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon measuring ½ 
a teaspoon,  chopsticks, and 1 pot. 

2. Put 1 small plate on the bottom tray, four pegs to the right, and 5 lines back then put the second small 
plate next to it.

3. Put 1 large plate on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 5 lines back, then put the second and third 
plates next to it on the third and fourth pegs to the right. 

4. Put 1 small glass bowl on the first peg, on the fifth line, on the bottom tray.
5. Put 1 small glass bowl on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back.
6. Put 1 large glass bowl next to the small glass bowl, on the bottom tray, three pegs to the right, and 1-2 

lines back.
7. Put 1 pot on the bottom tray, 6-7 pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back. 
8. Put 1 plastic plate 6 pegs to the right, on the bottom tray, 6 lines back, then put the other 3 plastic plates 

next to it like in the photo.
9. Put measuring spoons measuring 1 tablespoon, ½ a tablespoon, and ½ a teaspoon in the utensil holder in 

the front section.



Scientific Group #1 Procedures (Chlorine Dioxide)

10. Put a pair of chopsticks in the same place as the measuring spoons.

11. Put a measuring cup on the first peg, on the bottom tray, 3 lines back.

12. Put 3 spoons on the bottom right side in the utensil holder (Specifically, the farthest one toward the back, 
make sure all the spoons are facing down)

13.  Put 7 forks in the middle area closest to the spoons on the bottom right side in the utensil holder (make 
sure all of the forks are facing up)

14. Put 5 butter knives on the bottom right side in the utensil holder one place in front of the forks (make 
sure all the knives are facing down)

15. On the top tray put one plastic container type A, on the third peg, 7-8 lines back.

16. On the top tray put plastic container type A’s lid in front of Plastic container type A.

17. Put one plastic container type B, on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and 6 lines back.

18. Put one plastic container type C in front of plastic container type B.

19. Put plastic container type B’s lid on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and four lines back.



Scientific Group #1 Procedures (Chlorine Dioxide)

20. Put plastic container type C’s lid in front of plastic container type B’s lid.

21. Put one plastic bowl in the top tray, three pegs to the right, and one line back, then put the second plastic 
bowl next to it on the right side.

22. Put one glass mug in the top tray, one peg to the right, and one line back.

23. Put one medium cup into the top tray, one peg to the right, and two lines to the back.

24. Put one wooden spoon on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

25. Put one spatula behind the medium, plastic cup.

26. Put one plastic, solid, cooking spoon, on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

27. Put one large glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and one line back,  then put the second 
large glass cup type A behind it.

28. Put one large glass cup type B on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 3 lines back.



Scientific Group #1 Procedures (Chlorine Dioxide)

29. Put one large glass cup type C on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 4 lines back.

30. Put one small glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 5 lines back.

31. Put one small glass cup type B on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 3-4 lines back

32. Put one small glass cup type C on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 5-6 lines back.

33. Make sure the placement matches the photos.

34. Place your beaker in the bottom tray, in the front on the right side

35. Open the compartment area that is located on the inside of the dishwasher on the door

36. Add a cascade platinum gel tablet into the compartment in the section labeled “Main Wash”

37. Put one of the Chlorine Dioxide tablets into the dishwasher in the same place as the gel tablet

38. Close the compartment that the Chlorine Dioxide tablet and gel tablet are in. 



Scientific Group #1 Procedures (Chlorine Dioxide)

39. Close the dishwasher

40. Put the settings as follow Cycles: Heavy wash; Temp: High; Options: Heat Dry 

41. Hit start on the dishwasher

42. Once the cycle finishes open the dishwasher

43. Pull out the bottom tray and take pictures of the beaker with the water in it

44. Remove beaker with water in it and take more pictures

45. Measure how much water is in the beaker by either reading the markings on the beaker or using 
measuring cups.

★ If water is over what the beaker has markings for, then either pour it into a bigger beaker or pour it into 
another object that is bigger with similar markings.



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

1. Load a Frigidaire dishwasher with 3 small plates, 3 large plates, 2 small bowls, 1 large bowl, 3 
spoons, 7 forks, and 5 knives, 1 mug, 1 glass cup small type A, 2 glass cups small type B, 1 
glass cup small type C, 1 glass cups large type A, 1 glass cups large type B, 1 glass cups large 
type C, 1 plastic cups, 1 plastic container type A w/ lid, 1 plastic container type B w/ lid, 1 
plastic container type C, 1 measuring spoon measuring 1 tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon 
measuring ½ a tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon measuring ½ a teaspoon,  chopsticks, and 1 pot. 

2. Put 1 small plate on the bottom tray, four pegs to the right, and 5 lines back then put the second 
small plate next to it.

3. Put 1 large plate on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 5 lines back, then put the second 
and third plates next to it on the third and fourth pegs to the right. 

4. Put 1 small glass bowl on the first peg, on the fifth line, on the bottom tray.
5. Put 1 small glass bowl on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back.
6. Put 1 large glass bowl next to the small glass bowl, on the bottom tray, three pegs to the right, 

and 1-2 lines back.
7. Put 1 pot on the bottom tray, 6-7 pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back. 



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

8. Put 1 plastic plate 6 pegs to the right, on the bottom tray, 6 lines back, then put the other 3 plastic plates 
next to it like in the photo.

9. Put measuring spoons measuring 1 tablespoon, ½ a tablespoon, and ½ a teaspoon in the utensil holder in 
the front section.

10. Put a pair of chopsticks in the same place as the measuring spoons.

11. Put a measuring cup on the first peg, on the bottom tray, 3 lines back.

12. Put 3 spoons on the bottom right side in the utensil holder (Specifically, the farthest one toward the back, 
make sure all the spoons are facing down)

13. Put 7 forks in the middle area closest to the spoons in the bottom right side in the utensil holder (make 
sure all of the forks are facing up)

14. Put 5 butter knives in the bottom right side in the utensil holder one place in front of the forks (make sure 
all the knives are facing down)

15. On the top tray put one plastic container type A, on the third peg, 7-8 lines back.

16. On the top tray put plastic container type A’s lid in front of Plastic container type A.



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

17. Put one plastic container type B, on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and 6 lines back.

18. Put one plastic container type C infront of plastic container type B.

19. Put plastic container type B’s lid on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and four lines back.

20. Put plastic container type C’s lid in front of plastic container type B’s lid.

21. Put one plastic bowl in the top tray, three pegs to the right, and one line back, then put the second plastic 
bowl next to it on the right side.

22.Put one glass mug in the top tray, one peg to the right, and one line back.

23. Put one medium cup into the top tray, one peg to the right, and two lines to the back.

24. Put one wooden spoon on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

25. Put one spatula behind the medium, plastic cup.

26. Put one plastic, solid, cooking spoon, on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

27. Put one large glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and one line back,  then put the second 
large glass cup type A behind it.

28. Put one large glass cup type B on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 3 lines back.

29. Put one large glass cup type C on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 4 lines back.

30. Put one small glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 5 lines back.

31. Put one small glass cup type B on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 3-4 lines back

32. Put one small glass cup type C on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 5-6 lines back.

33. Make sure the placement matches the photos.

34. Place your beaker in the bottom tray, in the front on the right side

35. Open the compartment area that is located on the inside of the dishwasher on the door



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

36. Add a cascade platinum gel tablet into the compartment in the section labeled “Main Wash”

37. Fill up the pipette that comes with the kit three times, each time having it fill up about ⅓ of the way and 
put it into a measuring spoon

38. Add ½ a teaspoon of water to the sodium chloride in the measuring spoon

39. Mix the water and sodium chloride with a spoon

40. Pour the mixture into the compartment with the cascade platinum gel tablet 

★  Don’t pour it on top of the gel pour off to the side, but still in the main wash section

41. Close the compartment that the Cascade platinum gel tablet and the sodium chloride is in.

42. Close the dishwasher

43.  Put the settings as follow Cycles: Heavy wash; Temp: High; Options: Heat Dry 

44. Hit start on the dishwasher



Scientific group #2 Procedures (Sodium Chloride)

45. Once the cycle finishes open the dishwasher

46. Pull out the bottom tray and take pictures of the beaker with the water in it

47. Remove beaker with water in it and take more pictures

48. Measure how much water is in the beaker by either reading the marks on the beaker or using 
measuring cups

★ If water is over what the beaker has markings for, then either pour it into a bigger beaker or pour it 
into another object that is bigger with similar markings.



Scientific Group #3 Procedures (Citric Acid)

1. Load a Frigidaire dishwasher with 3 small plates, 3 large plates, 2 small bowls, 1 large bowl, 3 
spoons, 7 forks, and 5 knives, 1 mug, 1 glass cup small type A, 2 glass cups small type B, 1 glass 
cup small type C, 1 glass cups large type A, 1 glass cups large type B, 1 glass cups large type C, 1 
plastic cups, 1 plastic container type A w/ lid, 1 plastic container type B w/ lid, 1 plastic container 
type C, 1 measuring spoon measuring 1 tablespoon, 1 measuring spoon measuring ½ a tablespoon, 

1 measuring spoon measuring ½ a teaspoon,  chopsticks, and 1 pot. 
2. Put 1 small plate on the bottom tray, four pegs to the right, and 5 lines back then put the second 

small plate next to it.
3. Put 1 large plate on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 5 lines back, then put the second and 

third plates next to it on the third and fourth pegs to the right. 
4. Put 1 small glass bowl on the first peg, on the fifth line, on the bottom tray.
5. Put 1 small glass bowl on the bottom tray, two pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back.
6. Put 1 large glass bowl next to the small glass bowl, on the bottom tray, three pegs to the right, and 

1-2 lines back.
7. Put 1 pot on the bottom tray, 6-7 pegs to the right, and 1-2 lines back. 
8. Put 1 plastic plate 6 pegs to the right, on the bottom tray, 6 lines back, then put the other 3 plastic 

plates next to it like in the photo.
9. Put measuring spoons measuring 1 tablespoon, ½ a tablespoon, and ½ a teaspoon in the utensil 

holder in the front section.



Scientific Group #3 Procedures (Citric Acid)

10. Put a pair of chopsticks in the same place as the measuring spoons.

11. Put a measuring cup on the first peg, on the bottom tray, 3 lines back.

12. Put 3 spoons on the bottom right side in the utensil holder (Specifically, the farthest one toward the back, 
make sure all the spoons are facing down)

13. Put 7 forks in the middle area closest to the spoons on the bottom right side in the utensil holder (make sure 
all of the forks are facing up)

14. Put 5 butter knives on the bottom right side in the utensil holder one place in front of the forks (make sure 
all the knives are facing down)

15. On the top tray put one plastic container type A, on the third peg, 7-8 lines back.

16. On the top tray put plastic container type A’s lid in front of Plastic container type A.

17. Put one plastic container type B, on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and 6 lines back.

18. Put one plastic container type C infront of plastic container type B.

19. Put plastic container type B’s lid on the top tray, three pegs to the right, and four lines back.



Scientific Group #3 Procedures (Citric Acid)

20. Put plastic container type C’s lid infront of plastic container type B’s lid.

21. Put one plastic bowl in the top tray, three pegs to the right, and one line back, then put the second plastic 
bowl next to it on the right side.

22. Put one glass mug in the top tray, one peg to the right, and one line back.

23. Put one medium cup into the top tray, one peg to the right, and two lines to the back.

24. Put one wooden spoon on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

25. Put one spatula behind the medium, plastic cup.

26. Put one plastic, solid, cooking spoon, on the top tray behind the medium plastic cup.

27. Put one large glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and one line back,  then put the second 
large glass cup type A behind it.

28. Put one large glass cup type B on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 3 lines back.



Scientific Group #3 Procedures (Citric Acid)

29. Put one large glass cup type C on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 4 lines back.

30. Put one small glass cup type A on the top tray, 6 pegs to the right, and 5 lines back.

31. Put one small glass cup type B on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 3-4 lines back

32. Put one small glass cup type C on the top tray, 5 pegs to the right, and 5-6 lines back.

33. Make sure the placement matches the photos.

34. Place your beaker in the bottom tray, in the front on the right side

35. Open the compartment area that is located on the inside of the dishwasher on the door

36. Add a cascade platinum gel tablet into the compartment in the section labeled “Main Wash”

37. Fill up the pipette that comes with the kit three times, each time having it fill up about ⅓ of the way and 
put it into a  measuring spoon

38. Add ½ a teaspoon of water to the citric acid in the measuring spoon

39. Mix the water and citric acid with a spoon

40. Pour the mixture into the compartment with the cascade platinum gel tablet 



Scientific Group #3 Procedures (Citric Acid)

★  Don’t pour it on top of the gel pour off to the side, but still in the main wash section

41. Close the compartment that contains the Cascade platinum gel tablet and the citric acid in it.

42. Close the dishwasher

43. Put the settings as follow Cycles: Heavy wash; Temp: High; Options: Heat Dry 

44. Hit start on the dishwasher

45. Once the cycle finishes open the dishwasher

46. Pull out the bottom tray and take pictures of the beaker with the water in it

47. Remove beaker with water in it and take more pictures

48. Measure how much water is in the beaker by either reading the marks on the beaker or using measuring 
cups

★ If water is over what the beaker has markings for, then either pour it into a bigger beaker or pour it into 
another object that is bigger with similar markings.



Measuring out citric acid 

A chloride dioxide 
tabletMeasuring out sodium chloride 



Safety Precautions 

● I talked to the school nurse who is a certified registered nurse about the 
proper dosage for each chemical

● I had perennial super vision when dealing with chemicals 
● I wore gloves when measuring out the chemicals 
● I had a clorox wipe and a cloth rag ready for if any of the chemicals spilled



Chemicals Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3

Control group 310 ml 280 ml 276 ml

Sodium Chloride 253 ml 252 ml 249 ml

Citric Acid 253 ml 257 ml 260 ml

Chlorine Dioxide 255 ml 266 ml 263 ml

Data
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Data analysis 

Through the data collected from this experiment the results are that 
sodium chloride got rid of the most water. When I tested the variables 

sodium chloride had the least amount of water in the beaker at 754 ml of 
water in total. On the other hand the control group had the most amount of 

water left over at 866 ml of water in all. Chlorine dioxide at 784 ml of water 
in total and Citric acid at 770 ml of water in total. Chlorine dioxide and 

Citric acid range in between the control group and Sodium chloride. 
Therefore my results are that Sodium chloride got rid of the most water on 

the dishes, and helped me to kind of solve my problem.



Conclusion 
My hypothesis was supported because I hypothesized that sodium chloride would get rid of the most water 

and it did. However, I was surprised to find that Citric acid was close to removing the most water. Sodium 
chloride removed 754 ml of water and Citric acid removed 770 ml of water, that is only a 16 ml difference. I was 
also surprised by how much water the control group had, it had 866 ml of water left over. By doing this project I 
have learned that dishwashers use a lot of water and that you have to dry off a lot of water. I also learned that the 
cleaning agents at the bottom of the gel tablet packets don't completely dissolve. I know this  because I found 
pieces of the powder in the beaker, which caused some fogginess in the water. Next time I might get a bigger 
beaker, start my project a little bit earlier, use more of the non-toxic chemicals, and maybe also test different 
brands of dishwasher gel tablets. The reason I said that next time I might get a bigger beaker is because I had to 
get two other containers to pour the excess water from the beaker into one of the containers that way it measured 
200 ml, then I poured the 200 ml into the second container and poured the water from the first container into the 
beaker. As you can tell by my explanation the process was very complicated. I would have liked to have started 
my experiment a little earlier because it would have been nice to have some extra time because if I had more 
time I could have used more chemicals or used different brands of dishwasher tablets. Some issues I ran into 
along the way were spilling the beaker of water when I was taking it out of the dishwasher, making sure 
everything was in the same place each time I ran the experiment and forgetting to write down my measurements. 
This project could benefit society because it could either help companies find ways to fix this problem or it could 
help people reduce the amount of time it takes them to clean up the water that spills. Overall this experiment 
went well, I learned a lot, and I know what I can do better for next time.



Future Research

Future research that I would like to do is find out what companies are doing to reduce 
the water on dishwashers, find out common ingredients that are in dishwasher tablets, 
research and test some new chemicals (if I can find more), see if I can make my own 
dishwasher gel tablet that doesn’t cause any water to be left on the dishes, discover if 
companies know this is an issue, and lastly further see if it the dishwasher that's not 
drying it or if something else if causing that issue.



Abstract 
The purpose of this experiment was to help reduce the amount of water left on the dishes after you run your 

dishwasher. I will do this by adding different non-toxic water-resistant chemicals to a dishwasher, then measuring how much 
water is left on the dishes. If I add sodium chloride to a dishwasher, then it will remove more water from the dishes than citric 
acid or chlorine dioxide.

My experimental process consists of adding different crockery to a dishwasher. Then, I add different non-toxic 
chemicals into the dishwasher. After the load finished I measured how much water was in my beaker. The samples included 
sodium chloride, chlorine dioxide, and citric acid. I used one tablet for the chlorine dioxide and for the other two I used three 
drops from the pipette filling it up about ⅓ of the way each time. The manipulated variable was adding the different non-toxic 
chemicals to the dishwasher (at separate times). The responding variable was how much water was in the beaker. To measure 
the responding variable I placed a beaker into the dishwasher, then ran a load. After the load finished I looked at how much 
water was in the beaker.

The results of my experiment were that sodium chloride left the least amount of water in the beaker. Some of my errors 
were time management, accidentally spilling the water when removing the beaker from the dishwasher, and opening the 
dishwasher before the load was done. My hypothesis was supported by this experiment.

My findings should be useful for dishwasher tablet companies. In the future, I would maybe use more of the chemicals, 
be more careful, and manage my time better.
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